In a time (right now) and place (Fredericton and the internet) where white bodies are some how a default, we wanted a zine (this one) to explore marginalization of racialized folks and the ways they are made invisible.
We recognize that we have an obligation to be accountable to the statements we make in these zines. Just as every theory that informed these zines has a limited application, so do these. They should not be taken as representative of the way everyone should or has to feel about these topics. We all come from very similar small backgrounds, some are tight-knit communities—these are experiences we should say about experiences we do not have, but we hope these zines provide interesting perspectives. If things we mess up, we apologize. We are but 4 humble queers living in Fredericton.
Don't use "LGBT" if you don't mean it. Just say "white gay man" so the rest of us know what you mean.

@BroderrickGreer
Race doesn't determine your dick size + being white give you the right to ask. Dick doesn't make you a man.
Ninauposki-te: pke, winkte, nadleh, Dilbaa, Muxe, Qaarí:warí, Hijra, erón, matkun rai, calabai, calalai, bissu, x-gender, Xanthi, Acwilt, Chokhehi, Assini, Kurgari, bacha, Mokthannathun, Femminelly

Don't colonize genders

2spirited people exist
"What does healthy masculinity look like behind bars?"
- Tumblr

"White rage doesn’t have to take to the streets and face rubber bullets to be heard."
- Carol Anderson

In America, more black men are under the watch of the criminal justice system today than were enslaved in 1850.

"Our courts and juries aren’t impartial arbiters; they exist inside society, not outside of it, and they only provide as much justice as society is willing to give."
- Yamiche Bannie
#BlackLivesMatter
Judge Judy B says...

"The only thing every trans person has in common is they all know a little something about transphobia."

But...
Some people don't even get to talk about transphobia.

Too many trans people of color are murdered first.